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Spin and orbital angular momentum structure of Cu(111) and Au(111) surface states
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We performed angle-resolved photoemission studies on Cu(111) and Au(111) surface states with circularly
polarized light to investigate local orbital angular momentum (OAM) structures. Existence of OAM is confirmed,
as predicted, to exist in systems with an inversion symmetry breaking. Cu(111) surface state bands are found
to have chiral OAM in spite of very small spin-orbit coupling, consistent with the theoretical prediction. As for
Au(111), we observe split bands for which OAM for the inner and outer bands are parallel, unlike the Bi2Se3

case. We also performed first-principles calculations and the results are found to be consistent with experimental
results. Moreover, the majority of OAM is found to have d-orbital origin while a small contribution comes from
p orbitals. An effective Hamiltonian that incorporates the role of OAM is derived and is used to extract the spin
and OAM structures. We discuss the evolution of angular momentum structures from a pure OAM system to a
strongly spin-orbit-entangled state. We predict that the transition occurs through a reversal of the OAM direction
at a k point in the inner band if the system has a proper spin-orbit coupling strength.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When solids possess both inversion and time-reversal
symmetries, Kramer’s theorem dictates that each electronic
state is doubly spin degenerate.1 When the inversion symmetry
is broken at surfaces and interfaces, the spin degeneracy
is lifted, except at some special k-space points. The lifting
of spin degeneracy and the resulting band splitting in two-
dimensional electron gas systems such as metallic surface
states are typically explained in terms of the Rahsba effect.2 In
the Rashba model, electron spin interacts with an effective
magnetic field stemming from the electron motion in a
surface electrostatic field, resulting in a Zeeman splitting.
Consequently, the surface-state band splits and attains a chiral
spin structure. The band splitting and concomitant chiral spin
structure have been experimentally observed in surface states
of metals,3–6 interface states of heterostructures,7 as well as
surface states of topological insulators.8

In spite of its success in explaining the energy splitting
and chiral spin structure, the original Rashba model could not
provide the proper energy scale, giving about 105 times smaller
value than the measured one in the case of Au(111) surface
bands. There have been several theoretical studies to resolve
the issue but they did not address all the aspects of the Rashba
phenomenon.9–14 It was only recently found that local orbital
angular momentum (OAM) plays the key role in the Rashba-
type band splitting by inducing asymmetric charge distribution
in Bloch states when the atomic spin-orbit coupling (SOC) is
much larger than the crystal-field energy.15 The asymmetric
charge distribution interacts with the surface electrostatic field
and provides the energy scale.10 It results in a chiral OAM
structure, and the chiral spin structure naturally follows from
the strong SOC. A surprise came when chiral OAM was found
to exist even if there is no SOC.16 In this case, contrary
to the strong SOC case, OAM vectors for the degenerate
state are found to be parallel to each other while spins are
antiparallel.

As discussed above, the spin and OAM configurations, as
well as the band splitting, are quite different for the weak and
strong SOC cases. It would be interesting to investigate the
transition from a weak SOC case to a strong SOC case. To
address this issue, we performed angle-resolved photoemis-
sion (ARPES) experiments on Cu(111) and Au(111) surface
states with circularly polarized light, as well as first-principles
calculations. We also develop an effective Hamiltonian to study
the problem in an analytical way. We confirm that OAM is
indeed present in the Cu(111) and Au(111) surface bands, with
most contribution coming from d orbitals. Analysis based on
the effective Hamiltonian shows that transition from parallel
OAM in the weak SOC case to antiparallel OAM in the strong
SOC case occurs through reversal of OAM at a k point in the
inner surface band.

II. METHODS

ARPES measurements were performed at the beam line 9A
of HiSOR equipped with a VG-SCIENTA R4000 analyzer.
Data were taken with right- and left- circularly polarized
(RCP and LCP, respectively) 10-eV photons. The total
energy resolution was set to be 10 meV at 10 eV, and
the angular resolution was 0.1◦. We performed experiment
at 10 K under a base pressure better than 7.5 × 10−11

Torr. We repeated Ar sputtering and subsequent e-beam
heating to obtain clean and well-ordered surfaces. The sam-
ple surface was checked by low-energy electron diffraction
and its high quality was confirmed through observation
of a long-range order. For the density-functional theory
(DFT) calculations within the local-density approximation
(LDA), we used the OPENMX code17 based on the linear-
combination-of-pseudo-atomic-orbitals (LCPAO) method.18

Spin-orbit interaction was included via the norm-conserving,
fully relativistic j -dependent pseudopotential scheme in the
noncollinear DFT formalism.19 To calculate the spin and OAM
for a specific k-point, we used the LCPAO coefficients of
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local atoms. Due to the nonorthogonality of pseudoatomic
orbitals, LCPAO coefficients are not strictly normalized to
unity. To compensate for this, we renormalized the coeffi-
cients by assuming the orthogonality and obtained spin and
OAM values that are strictly bounded above by 0.5 and 1,
respectively.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 1, we plot ARPES results from Cu(111) surface
states. As expected, Cu(111) surface bands are almost de-
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FIG. 1. (Color online) ARPES results from Cu(111) surface
states. (a) Fermi surface and (b) the cut along the kx = 0 line
[dashed line in panel (a)] taken with RCP light. (c),(d) The same for
LCP light. (e),(f) RCP − LCP data. (g) Normalized CD defined as
NCD = (RCP − LCP)/(RCP + LCP) as a function of the azimuthal
angle defined in the inset.

generate due to the small atomic SOC. The binding energy
at the � point is E(�) = 418 meV, and the Fermi momen-
tum kF = 0.211 Å−1 [see Figs. 1(a)–1(d)]. These values are
consistent with the published values.20 In Fig. 1(e), we plot
the circular dichroism (CD) at the Fermi energy defined
as CD = RCP − LCP. The CD data presented in the color
scale changes gradually from red to blue as value increases
continuously from − to +. Plotted in Fig. 1(f) is the cut
image along the ky = 0 line shown as the dashed line in
Fig. 1(e). This figure shows that CD is negative (positive)
for positive (negative) ky for all energies. The band split near
the � point is an artifact resulted from broadening in the LCP
data due to aging. It is clear from the raw data in Figs. 1(b) and
1(d) that there is only a single band (within the experimental
resolution). Finally, plotted in Fig. 1(g) is the normalized CD
[defined as NCD = (RCP − LCP)/(RCP + LCP)] at constant
binding energies as a function of the azimuthal angle defined
in the inset. The curves have a sine function form, which
suggests that the OAM forms a chiral structure.16,21 In addition,
the estimated magnitude of OAM from CD decreases as
the binding energy increases. The magnitude is found to be
approximately proportional to the magnitude of the electron
momentum value.

The behavior of CD in ARPES reveals that chiral OAM
indeed exists in the Cu(111) surface band in spite of a very
small SOC in Cu.16 It is also consistent with the prediction
that the magnitude of OAM is linear in electron momentum
value k. The formation of chiral OAM is a way of lowering the
system energy by making the charge distribution asymmetric
in the presence of surface electrostatic field.15 As is discussed
later, OAM vectors for the bands are parallel to each other
while spins are antiparallel. Note that if CD were due to spins,
we would have not observed CD because there is no spin
polarization for the states. The fact that we can observe CD
from Cu(111) shows that CD comes from the OAM.16,21,22

We now turn our attention to the Au(111) surface states,
possibly the most studied surface states in regards to the
Rashba effect. The first direct experimental evidence for
Rashba split bands was from the Au(111) surface.3 This system
has a band shape similar to that of Cu(111) surface states,
but has a band splitting of about 110 meV. In Fig. 2(a), we
plot Fermi surface map of Au(111) surface states taken with
RCP light. Clear double Fermi surfaces due to a Rashba-type
splitting are seen in the figure. Figure 2(b) shows the cut
along the kx = 0 [dashed line in Fig. 2(a)]. Once again,
clear split bands are seen. The observed band bottom is at
E(�) = 479 meV and the Fermi vectors are kF = 0.165 Å−1

for the inner band and kF = 0.196 Å−1 for the outer band.
These values are quite consistent with the reported values.3

Data taken with LCP light in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) show similar
features compared to the RCP data except there is some
difference in the intensity profile.

Figures 2(e) and 2(f) plot CD RCP − LCP for the Fermi
surfaces and bands along the kx = 0 line [dashed line in 2(e)].
Except that there is clear band splitting, the overall CD profile
looks similar to that of Cu(111): It is negative (positive) for
the ky > 0 (<0) region. Averaged NCD of the inner and outer
bands as a function of the azimuthal angle θ plotted in Fig. 2(g)
also shows a similar behavior to that of Cu(111) states. It can
be fit with a sine function and the magnitude is approximately
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FIG. 2. (Color online) ARPES results from Au(111) surface
states. (a) Fermi surface and (b) the cut along the kx = 0 line [dashed
line in panel (a)] taken with RCP light. (c),(d) The same for LCP
light. (e),(f) RCP − LCP data. (g) NCD as a function of the azimuthal
angle. Data from the two bands are summed in the estimation to have
averaged NCD.

linear in k. However, we also note that NCD value for Au is
about three time larger than that of Cu, which implies that
OAM in the Au case is generally larger than that in Cu. A
peculiar aspect to note is that, unlike the Bi2Se3 case,21 inner
and outer bands have the same CD sign even though their spin
directions are supposedly opposite. Same sign of CD suggests
that OAM of the inner and outer bands are pointing in the same
direction as in the Cu(111) case in spite of a stronger SOC and
thus a larger splitting. On the other hand, a careful look reveals
that CD for the inner band is slightly stronger (by about 35%)
than that from the outer band.

In order to investigate the spin and OAM structures in
more detail, we performed first-principles DFT calculations
for Au(111) surface states within the LDA. In the DFT results
plotted in Fig. 3, top panels [(a) and (b)], show directions and
sizes of spin and OAM by the arrows. Panel 3(a) is for the inner
band (dashed), while panel 3(b) is for the outer band (solid).
The spin and OAM directions obtained from DTF results are
as expected. The OAM directions (blue) are parallel to each
other for the two bands while spin (red) are opposite to each.
The OAM configuration is consistent with the experimental
result in Fig. 2.

We turn our attention to the magnitudes of OAM and
spin. We first look at the spin magnitude. It is seen from the
figures that the spin magnitudes from the two bands are quite
similar (only the directions are opposite). Moreover, it has very
little momentum dependence. In fact, the magnitude actually
slightly decreases as the momentum increases. As for OAM,
we find that OAM magnitude increases as we move away from
the � point, making OAM magnitude approximately linear in
k, as indicated in the experimental results. However, the OAM
magnitudes for the inner and outer bands are also very similar,
which appears to contradict the experimental result.

To better understand the seemingly contradicting results
from experiment and theory, we look into atomic orbital
dependent contributions to OAM. For Au(111) surface states
consist of 5d and 6p orbitals.23 In Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), we
plot contributions from 5d and 6p orbitals (green and violet,
respectively). One can see that the d-orbital contribution
dominates and determines the OAM direction. On the other
hand, p-orbital contribution shows quite different behavior
from that of d. The direction is opposite for inner and outer
bands, making it always antiparallel to the spin direction. Even
though the total OAM is similar for the inner and outer bands,
they are built differently and result in different CD. As a side
note, the composition of the OAM shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)
may suggest that the atomic SOC parameter for 6p is larger
than that of 5d because a large value of atomic SOC parameter
tends to antialign the spin and OAM.

A natural question is how the spin and OAM structures
evolve as a function of SOC strength, from a small SOC
(e.g., Cu) to strong SOC (e.g., Bi2Se3). To elucidate the issue,
we wish to develop an effective Hamiltonian and analyze the
evolution. It has already been shown that a free-electron-based
model cannot explain various aspects of split bands and that
a tight binding state is needed.9 A through derivation with
nearest-neighbor hoppings considered on tight binding states
can be found elsewhere.16 Instead, we wish to develop a
simpler effective model for the surface states. For simplicity,
we limit our discussion to the p-orbital case, but it can be
extended to other orbitals.

For electrons in the surface states, there are four terms
that are significant in the Hamiltonian. They are the kinetic
energy ĤK , atomic spin orbit coupling ĤSOC, crystal field
ĤCF, and electrostatic energy due to interaction of asymmetric
charge distribution with surface electrostatic field ĤES.15

For the kinetic energy ĤK , we simply add a k2 term at
the end to account for the free-electron-like parabolic band.
ĤSOC is α �L · �S, where α is the atomic SOC parameter.
Meanwhile, ĤCF is � for px and pz and 0 for py (note
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FIG. 3. (Color online) DFT results on the angular momentum structures of Au(111) surface states. DFT results for (a) inner (dashed arrows)
and (b) outer bands (solid arrows). OAM (spin) of a state is represented by blue (red) arrows. Shown in the bottom panels are contributions
from p state (violet) and d state (green) for (c) inner and (d) outer bands.

that we take y axis as surface normal, not the usual z axis).
The last term ĤES comes from interaction of the surface
electrostatic field and electric dipole moment of a state with
asymmetric charge distribution.15 The asymmetric charge
distribution is a combined effect of electron momentum and
local OAM, and should be proportional to the momentum
and OAM. Therefore, the Hamiltonian is given by15,16 ĤES =
− �p · �Es = −αK( �L × �k) · �Es = −αK(�k × �Es) · �L, where αK is
a constant that is related to how efficiently asymmetric charge
is created by �k and �L. It is similar to the well-known Rashba

Hamiltonian ĤR = αR(�k × �Es) · �σ with the spin operator
replaced by the OAM operator, but can account for the split
energy.

To see how the spin and OAM structures as well as the band
splitting evolve as a function of α, we consider a state along
the x direction �k = kxx̂, without loss of generality, in which
case ĤES = −αKkxEsL̂z. The total Hamiltonian is estimated
in the basis of |px↑〉, |px↓〉, |py↑〉, |py↓〉, |pz↑〉, and |pz↓〉. The
result is given by

Ĥ = Ck2Î +

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

� 0 iαKkxEs − iα
2 0 0 α

2

� 0 iαKkxEs + iα
2 −α

2 0

0 0 0 − iα
2

0 − iα
2 0

H.c. � 0

�

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

.

The 6 × 6 matrix is diagonalized to obtain the eigenstates
and energies. The two lowest energy states correspond to the

surface states we have discussed above, and their spin and
OAM can be easily estimated.
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0.195 Å−1 as the Fermi momentum kF of the
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the notation in Fig. 3. Also marked are the
approximate locations of Cu, Au, and Bi2Se3

cases on the α asis.

The spin and OAM of the two states are obtained as
a function of atomic SOC parameter α to investigate the
evolution of spin and OAM. The results are plotted in Fig. 4.
Red (blue) color denotes spin (OAM), while dashed (solid)
arrows are for the inner (outer) band in the top (bottom) panels.
α increases as we go from left to right, and α/αK values of
0, 0.2, and 3 are used for the three cases. For the α = 0 case
in Figs. 4(a) and 4(d), the bands are degenerate. The OAM
and spin structures are consistent with the results discussed
above. The OAM forms a chiral structure with the magnitude
approximately linear in k while spins are antiparallel to each
other but collinear with the OAM. This case represents the
Cu(111) surface states and also somewhat of the Au(111)
case (except the band splitting). We also look at the other
extreme of a large α case in Figs. 4(c) and 4(f). In this
case, the degeneracy is lifted with a large band splitting. The
OAM and spin are always antiparallel to each other due to
the large α and the magnitude of OAM is independent of the
electron momentum k, which is consistent with the results from
Bi2Se3.21

We finally examine the intermediate case in Figs. 4(b) and
4(e), which should provide us information on how parallel
OAM for the small α case evolves to antiparallel OAM for
the large α case. For the outer band in Fig. 4(e), OAM and
spin are antiparallel and the OAM magnitude has a linear k

dependence. This is similar to the small α case. The inner band,
however, shows a quite different behavior in Fig. 4(b). While
OAM and spin are parallel to each other near the Fermi energy,
they become antiparallel near the � point (small k value).
When k increases from 0, OAM gradually decreases, reverses
direction and increases again. Therefore, the OAM structure
evolves from parallel configuration in the small α case to
antiparallel configuration in the large α case by reversing the
OAM direction in the inner band at a certain k point instead
of reversing the direction at all k points. Such behavior stems
from the fact that ĤSOC is larger than ĤES for a small k and
OAM prefers to stay antiparallel to the spin. On the other hand,

for a large k value, ĤES is dominant and the system lowers the
energy by inducing parallel OAM as in the Cu(111) case. In
the case of Au, such reversal of the OAM in the inner band
was not observed, which means α for Au may not be large
enough. Observation of such OAM reversal may be possible
for surface states of Pb.

IV. SUMMARY

ARPES studies on Cu(111) and Au(111) surface states
with circularly polarized light as well as first-principles
calculations have been performed to investigate the spin and
OAM structures. Experimental and theoretical results show
that OAM indeed exists even for Cu(111) and Au(111) surface
states, as predicted earlier.16 Cu(111) has almost degenerate
bands with chiral and parallel OAM while Au(111) has split
bands with OAM structure not too much different from that
of Cu(111). DFT calculation shows that the majority of OAM
comes from d states while a small contribution is from p

orbitals. We also developed an effective Hamiltonian with the
role of OAM incorporated to investigate the evolution of the
spin and OAM structures as a function of the atomic SOC
parameter. We find that there should be OAM reversal at a
specific momentum in the inner band when the system has a
proper SOC strength.
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